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Abstract
Modern agricultural practices have undeniably increased global food production. On 
the	other	hand,	agricultural	practices	not	only	lead	to	a	degradation	of	natural	eco-
systems but also affect the functioning of ecosystems and the related services they 
provide.	Even	 though	 impacts	of	anthropogenic	activities	vary	across	ecosystems,	
freshwater ecosystems are among those affected to a higher degree. In comparison 
to	surface	water	ecosystems,	groundwater	ecosystems	are	less	affected	by	anthro-
pogenic	pollutants,	as	the	overlaying	soil	retains	organic	and	inorganic	substances.	
However,	 it	has	become	evident	that	the	excessive	use	of	fertilizers	has	led	to	the	
eutrophication	of	many	aquifers.	Bacterial	communities,	which	significantly	contrib-
ute	to	the	cycling	of	matter	due	to	their	metabolic	capacities,	are	prone	to	environ-
mental	 perturbations,	 and	 structural	 variation	 of	 bacterial	 communities	 may	
consequently affect the functioning of groundwater ecosystems. Our present paper 
intends to evaluate the impact of anthropogenic activities on environmental condi-
tions as well as on the structural properties of bacterial communities in groundwater. 
We repeatedly sampled emerging groundwater at five spring sites belonging to dif-
ferent catchments and determined the concentration of abiotic variables as well as 
the diversity and composition of bacterial communities on a local scale. We hypoth-
esized	that	anthropogenic	activities	influence	the	concentration	of	abiotic	variables,	
especially	of	nitrate,	as	well	as	the	composition	and	diversity	of	bacterial	communi-
ties in groundwater. Our results show that underground spring catchment areas only 
slightly differ regarding the concentration of abiotic variables as well as the structure 
of	bacterial	communities.	Furthermore,	abiotic	variables,	presumably	influenced	by	
anthropogenic	activities,	do	not	correlate	with	the	diversity	and	composition	of	bac-
terial	communities.	Although	supported	only	by	circumstantial	evidence,	we	suggest	
that upwelling groundwater from the deeper aquifer affects the diversity and com-
position	of	bacterial	communities,	and	we	argue	that	bacterial	communities	act	as	
useful indicators for environmental changes.
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1  | INTRODUC TION

Global	food	production	has	been	successfully	increased	due	to	the	
conversion of natural landscapes for agricultural usage in combi-
nation	 with	 modern	 agricultural	 land	 use	 practices	 (Foley	 et	al.,	
2005).	However,	 agriculture	 influences	 the	 composition	 and	 func-
tioning	of	 ecosystems	directly	 and	 indirectly,	 resulting	 in	 a	 degra-
dation	of	ecosystems	and	their	related	services,	some	of	which	are	
also	relevant	for	agriculture	(Foley	et	al.,	2005;	Tilman	et	al.,	2001).	
Eutrophication,	caused	by	the	excessive	application	of	fertilizers,	is	
one of the major threats that alters the composition and functioning 
of	ecosystems	(Tilman	et	al.,	2001).	Even	though	the	impacts	of	eu-
trophication	vary	in	severity	between	ecosystems,	freshwater	envi-
ronments are considered to be more greatly affected than terrestrial 
ecosystems	(Dudgeon	et	al.,	2006).

Groundwater,	 which	 comprises	 96%	 of	 the	 usable	 freshwater	
(Shiklomanov	&	Rodda,	2004),	is	one	of	the	world’s	most	extracted	
renewable	 resources	 for	 agricultural,	 industrial	 and	 domestic	 pur-
poses	 (Morris	 et	al.,	 2003).	 The	 exploitation	 of	 groundwater	 has	
expanded	 since	 the	 middle	 of	 the	 20th	 century	 due	 to	 advances	
in	 geological	 knowledge,	well	 drilling,	 pump	 technology,	 and	 rural	
electrification	 (Foster	&	Chilton,	2003).	The	extraction	of	ground-
water has certain advantages in comparison to surface water; the 
drought	resilience	of	groundwater	allows	extraction	during	dry	sea-
sons	or	during	long	interannual	droughts,	and	additionally	the	spa-
tial	extension	of	groundwater	enables	local	extraction	(Döll,	2009;	
Kundzewicz	 &	 Döll,	 2009;	Morris	 et	al.,	 2003).	Most	 importantly,	
groundwater	 aquifers	 generally	 exhibit	 longer	 water	 retention	
times,	 fostering	natural	attenuation	 (Foster	&	Chilton,	2003;	Haag	
&	 Kaupenjohann,	 2001;	Morris	 et	al.,	 2003;	 Scow	&	Hicks,	 2005)	
which is why groundwater is considered to be less vulnerable to an-
thropogenic	pollutants	than	surface	waters	(Foster	&	Chilton,	2003).

However,	 the	 vulnerability	 of	 groundwater	 may	 vary	 and	 is	
generally	 influenced	by	aquifer	type,	permeability,	and	chemical	
characteristics	 (Morris	 et	al.,	 2003).	With	 regard	 to	 these	 char-
acteristics,	 aquifers	 may	 act	 as	 conduits	 or	 retention	 compart-
ments,	both	affecting	natural	attenuation	(Haag	&	Kaupenjohann,	
2001).	Water	quality	improvement	is	a	complex	process	involving	
manifold factors that together drive the attenuation process. For 
example,	 nitrate,	 a	 major	 contaminant	 in	 groundwater	 (Böhlke,	
2002),	can	be	substantially	 removed	 in	 retention	compartments	
within	the	aquifer	due	to	denitrification	processes	(Böhlke,	2002;	
Haag	 &	 Kaupenjohann,	 2001;	 Rivett,	 Buss,	 Morgan,	 Smith,	 &	
Bemment,	 2008).	 High	 concentrations	 of	 nitrate	 in	 groundwa-
ter	by	comparison	can	be	attributed	to	the	excessive	application	
of	 fertilizers	 in	 areas	 of	 intensive	 agricultural	 land	 use	 (Böhlke,	
2002). Since the capacity of the soil to retain nitrogen is often 

exceeded	 (Böhlke,	 2002;	 Haag	 &	 Kaupenjohann,	 2001),	 nitrate	
can	 reach	 groundwater	 aquifers	 in	 vast	 amounts,	 resulting	 in	 a	
degradation	 of	 groundwater	 quality	 (Peters	 &	Meybeck,	 2000).	
Apart	from	alteration	of	the	abiotic	environment,	eutrophication	
is	likely	to	influence	the	taxonomic	composition	of	bacterial	com-
munities. These alterations are often induced by interspecific and 
intraspecific interaction. Since microorganisms constantly com-
pete	for	resources,	an	increase	in	nutritional	resources	may	foster	
competition	among	species	(Hibbing,	Fuqua,	Parsek,	&	Peterson,	
2010),	resulting	in	a	loss	of	species	that	have	been	outcompeted	
by	 others	 (Kotsyurbenko,	 Glagolev,	 Nozhevnikova,	 &	 Conrad,	
2001;	Portal-	Celhay	&	Blaser,	2012).	Due	to	the	removal	of	one	or	
several	fractions	from	the	community,	opportunistic	community	
members may increase in abundance and thus shape the com-
munity	composition	(Costello,	Stagaman,	Dethlefsen,	Bohannan,	
&	Relman,	2012;	Lawrence	et	al.,	2012).	Apart	from	competition,	
species composition can change because species fail to adapt to 
the	newly	established	environmental	conditions	(Lawrence	et	al.,	
2012).	 Although	 tested	 under	 controlled	 laboratory	 conditions,	
Lawrence	 et	al.	 (2012)	 showed	 that	 co-	occurring	 species	 were	
able to modify their environment and thus altered the selection 
pressure on other species.

The alteration of species composition poses a problem insofar 
as microorganisms play a dominant role in the natural attenuation of 
contaminants	in	groundwater	ecosystems	(Balke	&	Griebler,	2003),	
and	it	was	shown	that	a	reduction	in	microbial	diversity	can,	for	ex-
ample,	affect	the	cycling	of	nitrogen	in	soils	(Philippot	et	al.,	2009).	
The	ability	of	microorganisms	to	metabolize	and	biodegrade	pollut-
ants is based on the variety of metabolic functions (functional diver-
sity)	performed	by	microorganisms	(Danielopol,	Griebler,	Gunatilaka,	
&	Notenboom,	2003;	Goldscheider,	Hunkeler,	&	Rossi,	2006),	which	
provides	and	sustains	high	groundwater	quality.	Although	it	has	yet	
to	be	 resolved	 to	what	 extent	 taxonomic	diversity	 can	 alter	 func-
tional	 diversity	 (Griffiths	 et	al.,	 2000;	Petchey	&	Gaston,	 2002),	 it	
is assumed that ecosystem functioning in general is affected by 
changes	 in	 taxonomic	diversity	 (Díaz,	 Symstad,	Chapin,	Wardle,	&	
Huenneke,	2003;	Graham	et	al.,	2016).

The aim of this paper was to compare the composition and diver-
sity of bacterial communities as well as associated abiotic variables 
of underground spring catchment areas on a local scale. We hypoth-
esized	(1)	that	the	concentration	of	abiotic	variables,	especially	the	
concentration	of	nitrate,	which	we	suggest	to	indicate	anthropogenic	
activities,	differs	between	sampling	sites.	We	furthermore	hypoth-
esized	that	(2)	bacterial	diversity	estimates	differ	between	sampling	
sites	in	relation	to	differences	in	abiotic	variables,	and	(3)	bacterial	
community composition (BCC) differs between underground spring 
catchment areas and is shaped by abiotic variables.

K E Y W O R D S

anthropogenic	activities,	bacterial	community	composition,	bacterial	diversity,	underground	
spring catchment area
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2  | METHODS

2.1 | Study area

The	study	area	is	a	hilly	region	(max.	elevation	+	187	m·a·s·l)	called	
“Baumberge”	(BB)	located	west	of	the	city	of	Münster,	situated	in	
North	Rhine-	Westphalia,	Germany	(Figure	1).	The	geology	of	the	
study	area	 is	characterized	by	deposits	of	 the	upper	Cretaceous	
and can be divided into two layers. The upper layer (“Baumberge 
layer”)	 consists	 of	 sand	 marl	 and	 lime	 marl	 stones,	 and	 due	 to	
its	 crevasse	 formation	 and	 porosity,	 is	 permeable	 to	water.	 The	
lower	layer	(“Coesfeld	layer”)	consists	of	clay	and	lime	marl	stones,	
and	 is	 less	permeable	 to	water.	 In	 the	 subsurface,	 the	 “Coesfeld	
layer”	 exhibits	 a	bowl-	like	 structure.	The	 study	area	 is	 the	high-
est elevation in the otherwise flat landscape of the Westphalian 
Lowland	and	represents	a	precipitation	barrier.	Rain	water	seeps	

through the fissured “Baumberge layer” and accumulates on top 
of the lower “Coesfeld layer”. The rain water circulates in the po-
rous aquifer and emerges in the form of springs at the edge of the 
“Coesfeld	layer”	(Göbel,	2010).	The	study	area	can	furthermore	be	
considered	a	hydrographical	knot,	as	springs	in	the	area	are	tribu-
taries belonging to the adjacent catchment areas of five distinct 
streams:	 “Münstersche	 Aa”,	 “Stever”,	 “Steinfurter	 Aa”,	 “Berkel”,	
and	“Vechte”	(Düspohl	&	Messer,	2010).	We	sampled	five	springs	
of	four	distinct	catchment	areas	in	October	2014,	December	2014,	
January	2015,	 and	March	2015	 (Table	1).	 The	 sampling	 sites	 ex-
hibit	 similar	 geological	 characteristics,	 and	 previous	 analyses	 of	
water samples revealed only slight differences in the concentra-
tion	of	main	chemical	components.	Analyses	furthermore	showed	
that	 the	 springs	 are	 anthropogenically	 influenced,	 indicated	 by	
varying	and	elevated	nitrate	concentrations,	suggesting	the	influ-
ence	of	agricultural	land	use	(Hafouzov,	2010).

F IGURE  1 Geographic	location	of	sampling	sites.	Germany	is	indicated	in	black	in	the	inset	map,	and	the	state	of	North	Rhine-	Westphalia	
in pale gray. The region where the sampling was done is shown as a red rectangle. Sampling sites are indicated by the red dots
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2.2 | Spring water sampling

In	 total,	 spring	 water	 samples	 were	 collected	 at	 five	 locations	
(BB1- BB5) at four different points in time. The sample names are 
based on the location as well as on the time of collection (e.g. BB1.1: 
Site BB1 at time point 1). Two water samples were collected at 
each	sampling	point.	The	first	water	sample	 (1	L)	was	used	for	the	
analyses	 of	microbial	 community	 structure,	 and	 the	 second	water	
sample (200 ml) was used for the analyses of abiotic parameters. 
Simultaneously	 to	 water	 sample	 collection,	 in	 situ	 parameters	 of	
spring	water	(temperature	(T),	electric	conductivity	(EC),	pH-	value,	
and	 dissolved	 oxygen	 concentration	 (DO))	 were	 measured	 in	 a	
beaker	using	 field	measurement	equipment	 (Cond	3310,	pH	3310,	
Oxi	3310,	WTW,	Germany).	Samples	were	extracted	using	a	hand	
pump	 and	 collected	 in	 autoclaved	 glass	 bottles.	 All	 devices	 were	
rinsed	three	times	with	400	ml	of	spring	water	prior	to	sample	col-
lection.	All	water	samples	were	kept	on	ice	and	in	the	dark	until	fur-
ther processing in the laboratory on the same day.

2.3 | Analysis of abiotic conditions

The concentration of abiotic variables was measured directly after 
retrieval of samples to the laboratory. The concentration of potas-
sium (K+),	sodium	(Na+),	strontium	(Sr2+),	magnesium	(Mg2+),	calcium	
(Ca2+),	and	aluminum	(Al3+) in water samples was measured by means 
of	 inductively	coupled	plasma	optical	emission	spectrometry	 (ICP-	
OES)	using	a	SpectroFlame-	EOP	(SPECTRO	Analytical	Instruments	
GmbH,	Germany).	 Samples	were	 acidified	with	 nitric	 acid	 prior	 to	
determination. For the measurement of fluoride (F−),	nitrate	(NO3

−),	
chloride (Cl−),	sulfate	(SO4

2−),	and	phosphate	(PO4
3−),	water	samples	

were	filtered	through	a	0.45	μm	pore	size	membrane	filter	and	sub-
sequently	 analyzed	 by	means	 of	 ion	 chromatography	 using	 a	 761	
compact	 IC	 (Methrom	AG,	Switzerland).	 In	order	 to	determine	 the	
concentration of silicate anions (SiO3

2−),	we	measured	the	Si4+ cati-
ons	using	ICP-	OES,	and	subsequently	calculated	the	concentration	
of SiO3

2−	anions	using	a	conversion	factor	of	2.71.	The	concentra-
tion of hydrogen carbonate (HCO3

−) was determined by means of 
titration using hydrogen chloride (HCl). Dissolved organic carbon 
(DOC)	was	measured	using	a	TOC-	LCPH/LCPN-	Analyzer	(Shimadzu	
Corporation,	Japan),	using	the	procedure	via	nonpurgeable	organic	
carbon	(NPOC).	All	measurements	were	conducted	following	stand-
ardized	 norms.	 Since	 the	 concentrations	 of	 fluoride,	 phosphate,	
and aluminum were below the limit of detection for the majority of 

samples,	 these	 parameters	 were	 excluded	 for	 further	 analyses	 as	
they	could	not	be	analyzed	statistically.

2.4 | DNA extraction

DNA	 was	 extracted	 as	 detailed	 in	 Karczewski,	 Riss,	 and	Meyer	
(2017).	In	brief,	to	concentrate	bacterial	cells,	water	samples	were	
filtered individually through a 0.2 μm	pore	size	sterile	membrane	
filter	 (Whatman,	UK)	using	a	vacuum	pump	 (Vacuubrand	GMBH	
&	 Co.,	 Germany).	 The	 PowerWater®	 DNA	 isolation	 kit	 (Mo	 Bio	
Laboratories,	Inc.,	USA)	was	afterward	used	to	isolate	total	DNA	
from	the	filter,	following	the	manufacturer’s	protocol.	An	amount	
of 30 μl	of	elution	buffer	(10	mM	Tris-	HCl	EDTA)	was	used	to	elute	
the	 isolated	 DNA.	 Samples	 were	 stored	 at	 −20°C	 until	 further	
processing.

2.5 | DNA amplification

Isolated	DNA	of	each	sample	served	as	a	template	for	polymerase	
chain	reaction	(PCR),	carried	out	using	a	Mastercycler®	nexus	PCR	
system	(Eppendorf,	Germany).	The	universal	bacterial	primers	799F	
(5′-	AAC	MGG	ATT	AGA	 TAC	CCK	G-	3′)	 and	 1114R	 (5′-	GGG	 TTG	
CGC	TCG	TTG-	3′)	 (Hanshew,	Mason,	Raffa,	&	Currie,	 2013)	were	
used	to	ensure	the	amplification	of	300	base	pair	bacterial	16S	rRNA	
gene	sequences.	A	mastermix	containing	5	μl	PCR-	buffer	(5x	Green	
GoTaq	Flexi	Buffer,	Promega,	USA),	2.5	mM	MgCl2	(Promega,	USA),	
0.48	mM	dNTPs	(0.12	mM	each),	0.1	pmol	of	each	primer	(MetaBion,	
Germany),	and	0.025	U	GoTaq	polymerase	(Promega,	USA)	was	pre-
pared and added up with sterile double distilled water to give a final 
volume	 24	μl	 for	 each	 PCR	 reaction.	 Finally,	 1	μl	 of	 isolated	DNA	
(10	ng)	was	added	to	each	reaction.	For	the	PCR,	the	following	con-
ditions	were	 used:	 initial	 denaturation	 for	 2	min	 at	 94°C	 followed	
by	30	cycles	of	denaturation	at	94°C	for	20	s,	annealing	at	50°C	for	
20	s,	extension	at	72°C	for	45	s,	and	a	final	extension	of	10	min	at	
72°C.	 Each	 sample	 was	 amplified	 in	 triplicate.	 Subsequently,	 the	
performance of the amplification was verified by gel electrophore-
sis	using	7	μl	of	PCR	product	on	an	agarose	TBE	gel	(1%	w/v)	using	
Roti®-	GelStain	(Carl	Roth	GmbH	&	Co.	KG,	Germany).	Positive	PCR	
products of the same sample were pooled afterward and purified 
using	 the	 GeneJet	 PCR	 Purification	 Kit	 (Thermo	 Fisher	 Scientific	
Inc.,	USA)	according	to	the	manufacturer’s	protocol.	Samples	were	
eluted in 30 μl	of	Tris-	EDTA	buffer	(pH	8)	and	quantified	using	the	
Qubit®2.0	Fluorometer	(Thermo	Fisher	Scientific	Inc.,	USA).

Spring Catchment Elevation Spring type Latitude Longitude

BB1 Münstersche	Aa 109	m·a·s·l Helocrene 51.96655 7.39767

BB2 Stever 97	m·a·s·l Rheocrene 51.93665 7.42922

BB3 Berkel 115	m·a·s·l Limnocrene 51.97092 7.39767

BB4 Stever 110	m·a·s·l Rheocrene 51.95069 7.36552

BB5 Vechte 102	m·a·s·l Rheocrene 52.01893 7.28250

TABLE  1 Elevation,	spring	types,	and	
geographical coordinates of the five 
sampled springs in the Baumberge region
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2.6 | High- throughput sequencing (HTS)

High-	throughput	sequencing	(HTS)	of	amplified	16S	rRNA	gene	se-
quences	was	carried	out	using	the	Ion	PGM™ Template OT2 200 Kit 
(Thermo	Fisher	Scientific	Inc.,	USA)	according	to	the	manufacturer’s	
protocol.	A	Bioanalyzer	2100	(Agilent	Technologies,	USA)	was	used	
to	ensure	 that	 amplification	of	 isolated	DNA	yielded	amplicons	of	
300 base pairs as well as to measure the concentration of the am-
plicons. The Ion Xpress™ Template 200 Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific 
Inc.,	USA)	was	used	accordingly	 to	 the	manufacturer’s	protocol	 to	
attach	Ion	Sphere	Particles	(ISP)	to	the	samples.	Prior	to	the	attach-
ment,	each	sample	was	brought	to	a	final	concentration	of	26	pM.	
Barcoded libraries were pipetted on an Ion 316™ v2 Chip (Thermo 
Fisher	Scientific	Inc.,	USA)	and	subsequently	sequenced	using	an	Ion	
Torrent	TM	Personal	Genome	Machine	TM	 (PGM)	 (Thermo	Fisher	
Scientific	Inc.,	USA).	Sequencing	data	were	exported	as	FastQ	files	
after removal of low quality and polyclonal sequences within the 
PGM	software,	and	afterward	analyzed	using	the	software	MOTHUR	
(Schloss	 et	al.,	 2009),	 following	 the	method	 described	 by	 Schloss,	
Gevers,	 and	 Westcott	 (2011).	 The	 SILVA	 rRNA	 database	 v.	 123	
(Quast	et	al.,	2013)	was	used	to	align	and	classify	bacterial	16S	rRNA	
gene	sequences	taxonomically	by	genera.	Sequences	were	grouped	
into	operational	taxonomic	units	(OTU)	on	a	basis	of	97%	similarity,	
resulting	in	a	data	matrix	containing	OTU	abundance-	by-	sample.

2.7 | Statistical analyses

All	 statistical	 analyses	 were	 conducted	 using	 R	 v.3.2.3	 (R	 Core	
Team,	2015).	 In	total,	data	from	20	samples	were	analyzed	using	
the	 packages	 “phyloseq”	 v.	 1.14.0	 (McMurdie	 &	 Holmes,	 2013),	

“BiodiversityR”	 v.	 2.7-	1	 (Kindt	 &	 Coe,	 2005),	 “vegan”	 v.	 2.3-	5	
(Oksanen	et	al.,	2007),	 “ape”	v.	3.4	 (Paradis,	Claude,	&	Strimmer,	
2004),	“car”	v.	2.1-	4	(Fox	&	Weisberg,	2011),	and	“multcomp”	v.1.4-
	6	(Hothorn,	Bretz,	&	Westfall,	2008).	 In	order	to	evaluate	differ-
ences	 in	 environmental	 conditions,	 individual	 samples	were	 first	
assigned	to	groups	according	to	their	sampling	site.	Subsequently,	
we	 generated	 generalized	 linear	 models	 (GLM)	 for	 each	 abiotic	
variable	 individually,	 and	 evaluated	 goodness	 of	 fit	 for	 the	 al-
location of samples to sampling site as a criterion. We assessed 
bacterial diversity of each sample individually by calculating the 
number	of	OTUs	present	per	sample	(S),	Shannon	(H′)	and	Simpson	
index	 (α),	 and	Pielou’s	evenness	 (J′),	 for	 the	OTU	abundance-	by-	
sample	matrix.	Differences	 in	 diversity	 estimates	 between	 sam-
pling sites was tested by combining individual samples according 
to	 their	 sampling	 site.	GLMs	were	generated	afterward	 for	each	
diversity estimate individually and evaluated goodness of fit for 
the allocation of samples to sampling site as a criterion. BCC of 
individual samples was determined by initially calculating Bray–
Curtis	dissimilarities	(Bray	&	Curtis,	1957)	for	the	OTU	abundance-	
by-	sample	matrix.	The	results	were	subsequently	ordinated	using	
principal	coordinates	analysis	(PcoA)	(Gower,	1966),	and	goodness	
of fit for the assignment of samples to the corresponding sam-
pling site was tested using permutational multivariate analysis of 
variance	(PERMANOVA)	(Anderson,	2001).	 Interactions	between	
BCC and environmental conditions were tested by correlating 
measured environmental variables with calculated Bray–Curtis 
dissimilarities.

3  | RESULTS

3.1 | Abiotic conditions

The results of abiotic conditions reveal that five of the fifteen abiotic 
variables differ significantly in concentration between the five sam-
pling	sites	notably	for	variables	strontium,	magnesium,	nitrate,	and	
sulfate (Table 2).

Differences in variables are especially evident between sam-
pling	sites	BB3	and	BB5	(Figure	2H,	I,	K,	and	M),	and	springs	BB2	
and	BB5	 (Figure	2H,	 I,	M,	and	P).	Despite	 significant	differences	
of	abiotic	variables	across	sampling	sites,	underground	catchment	
areas do not differ consistently regarding concentrations of abi-
otic	variables.	For	example,	 sampling	 sites	BB2	and	BB3	share	a	
similar	concentration	regarding	nitrate	(Figure	2M),	but	differ	sig-
nificantly	in	variables	strontium,	and	sulfate	(Figure	2H	and	P).	No	
significant	differences	exist	between	sampling	sites	BB1	and	BB5	
(Figure	2H,	I,	M,	and	P).

Additionally,	 we	 found	 a	 significant	 positive	 correlation	 be-
tween variables strontium and magnesium (p = 0.006; Rho: 0.65; 
Spearman’s	 rank	 correlation),	 a	 negative	 correlation	 between	
strontium and nitrate (p = 0.002;	 Rho:	 −0.70;	 Spearman’s	 rank	
correlation),	 and	 a	 negative	 correlation	 between	 magnesium	
and nitrate (p	<	0.001;	 Rho:	 −0.80;	 Spearman’s	 rank	 correlation)	
(Table 3).

TABLE  2 The effect of sampling site on the concentration of 
measured abiotic parameters

Abiotic parameter Sum of squares F- ratio p- value

T 0.72 0.15 0.961

pH 6.91 2.14 0.125

EC 5.57 1.55 0.237

DO 3.19 0.76 0.568

DOC 4.70 1.23 0.339

K+ 8.07 2.77 0.066

Na+ 2.55 0.58 0.680

Sr2+ 17.07 33.22 <0.001

Mg2+ 15.11 14.56 <0.001

Ca2+ 5.83 1.66 0.211

HCO3
− 8.58 3.09 0.049

SiO3
2− 0.39 0.08 0.988

NO3
− 14.95 13.84 <0.001

Cl− 4.31 1.10 0.393

SO4
2− 12.90 7.93 0.001

Notes.	Degrees	of	freedom	for	all	tests	is	4.	Numbers	in	bold	indicate	a	
 significant effect of sample site.
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3.2 | Bacterial diversity

For	the	comparison	of	bacterial	diversity,	a	 total	of	3,375,180	raw	
sequences	were	obtained	from	a	total	of	20	samples,	with	a	mean	se-
quence	number	of	168,759	(±79,083	SD)	per	sample.	After	conduct-
ing	quality	 filtering,	 trimming,	and	 removal	of	chimeric	 sequences,	
it	 resulted	 in	a	 total	of	322,847	sequences	with	a	mean	of	16,142	
(±8,439	 SD) per sample. Differences in sequencing depth were 

accounted	for	by	normalizing	sequences	to	a	total	of	3,684,	which	
was the minimum number of sequences found in sample BB3.1. 
The	 final	 dataset	 comprised	of	1,906	OTUs	 and	 a	 total	 of	 73,680	
sequences.

The comparison of calculated diversity estimates (Figure 3) 
shows	 that	 sampling	 sites	 differ	 significantly	 in	 the	 expression	 of	
Shannon	diversity	and	Pielou’s	evenness	(Table	4;	Figure	3B	and	D).	
However,	 sampling	 sites	 do	not	 differ	 significantly	 regarding	OTU	

F IGURE  2  (A–P)	Environmental	variables	measured	at	each	of	the	five	sampling	sites	indicated	on	the	x-	axis.	Bars	show	means	plus	
1 standard deviation with n	=	4.	Where	letters	above	the	mean	values	for	a	variable	are	not	the	same,	it	indicates	that	the	means	are	
significantly different from each other. There was no global effect of sampling site on panels containing no letters. For location of the 
sampling	sites,	see	Table	1
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abundance	and	Simpson	diversity	index	(Table	4).	The	results	show	a	
tendency for sampling site BB3 to harbor the highest Shannon diver-
sity	and	differ	significantly	from	the	other	springs	with	the	exception	
of	BB2	(Figure	3B).	Furthermore,	sampling	site	BB3	has	the	highest	
value	for	Pielou’s	evenness,	and	differs	significantly	 from	all	other	
sampling sites (Figure 3D).

3.3 | Relative taxonomic composition

The majority of sequences obtained from each sampling site is as-
signed	to	the	Proteobacteria	phylum	(80%)	(Figure	4A).	The	propor-
tion	of	rare	phyla,	which	is	phyla	with	an	individual	relative	abundance	
of	less	than	5%	(represented	by	“Other”,	Figure	4A	and	B)	compose	on	
average	9.5%	of	the	overall	abundance.	While	sampling	sites	display	

similar	patterns	in	relative	taxonomic	composition	at	the	phylum	level,	
a	more	 specific	pattern	 can	be	 seen	at	 the	 family	 level	 (Figure	4B).	
On	 the	 family	 level,	 Comamonadaceae	 is	 the	 most	 abundant	 bac-
terial	 family	 across	 sampling	 sites	 (19%)	 (Figure	4B).	 Rare	 families	
compose	 a	 considerable	 average	 proportion	 of	 47%	 of	 the	 overall	
abundance	 and	 exceeded	 70%	 of	 the	 proportion	 of	 sample	 BB3.3	
(Figure	4B).	Sampling	 site	BB3	 in	particular	 showed	a	distinct	 taxo-
nomic	composition	pattern,	whereby	the	more	common	families,	i.e.	
Oxalobacteraceae,	Caulobacteraceae,	and	Xanthomonadaceae	were	
not	observed	in	any	samples.	This	pattern	extended	to	some	of	the	
more	scarce	families,	Nocardiaceae,	Moraxellaceae,	Rhizobiales_un-
classified,	 Sphingomonadales_unclassified,	 Bradyrhizobiaceae,	 and	
Pseudomonadaceae,	which	were	also	not	present	in	BB3.	The	site	fur-
thermore	tends	to	exhibit	on	average	the	highest	proportion	of	rare	

TABLE  3 Correlation of abiotic variables showing differences 
across sampling sites

Variable Mg2+ HCO3
− NO3

− SO4
2−

Sr2+ 0.65* 0.48 −0.72** 0.17

Mg2+ 0.23 −0.81*** −0.17

HCO3
− −0.28 −0.07

NO3
− 0.09

Notes.	 Numbers	 in	 bold	 indicate	 a	 significant	 correlation	 (*p	<	0.05,	
**p	<	0.005,	***p < 0.001).

F IGURE  3  (A–D)	Diversity	estimates	per	sampling	site	calculated	from	operational	taxonomic	units	(OTUs)	recovered	by	HTS.	Sampling	
sites are indicated on the x-	axis	and	bars	show	means	from	four	sampling	dates	plus	minus	1	standard	deviation.	Where	letters	above	the	
mean	values	for	a	parameter	are	not	the	same,	it	indicates	that	the	means	are	significantly	different	from	each	other.	There	was	no	global	
effect of sampling site on panels containing no letters

TABLE  4 The effect of sampling site on calculated bacterial 
diversity estimates

Diversity estimate Sum of squares F- ratio p- value

OTU abundance 6.48 1.94 0.156

Shannon diversity 9.32 3.61 0.030

Simpson diversity 7.33 2.36 0.102

Pielou’s	evenness 10.04 4.20 0.018

Notes.	Numbers	in	bold	indicate	a	significant	effect	of	sampling	site.
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families	(61%),	but	only	differs	in	this	regard	from	sampling	site	BB4	
(p = 0.03;	Wilcoxon	rank	sum	test).

3.4 | Bacterial community composition

We identified a significant effect of sampling site on the variation of 
BCC (p = 0.031;	PERMANOVA),	although	site	only	accounts	for	31%	
of	 the	variation	across	 springs.	Differences	 in	bacterial	 taxonomic	

composition between spring BB3 and the other springs are also re-
vealed by analysis of principal coordinates (Figure 5). While samples 
of	sites	BB1,	BB2,	BB4,	and	BB5	do	not	display	site-	specific	BCCs,	
samples	 from	 site	 BB3	 exhibit	 a	 similar	 community	 composition	
across sampling times (Figure 5). The correlation of abiotic variables 
against the ordination plot revealed that the discriminating factors 
of	BCC	for	the	sampling	sites	can	be	mainly	explained	by	strontium	
and silicate (Figure 5; Table 5).

F IGURE  4  (A	and	B)	Relative	bacterial	abundance	of	samples	at	different	taxonomic	levels.	The	legends	to	the	right	of	the	figures	show	
the	dominant	taxa,	i.e.	those	with	a	relative	individual	abundance	>5%,	and	rare	taxa,	i.e.	those	with	a	relative	individual	abundance	<5%	
(“Other”). Sampling site information is indicated on the x-	axis.	For	location	of	the	sites,	see	Table	1.	The	first	number	indicates	the	sampling	
site,	the	second	number	refers	to	time	of	sampling
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4  | DISCUSSION

In	 this	 study,	we	 collected	water	 from	 five	 distinct	 sampling	 sites	
with similar geological characteristics in underground spring catch-
ment area. We tested whether measured abiotic variables as well 
as the diversity and composition of microbial communities differ 
between	sampling	sites,	and	whether	microbial	communities	reflect	
the differences in abiotic variables.

The concentrations of abiotic variables were generally within the 
range	of	groundwater	of	similar	geological	composition	(Bakalowicz,	
1994).	Additionally,	the	concentrations	of	the	majority	of	measured	
abiotic	 variables	 did	 not	 differ	 across	 sampling	 sites,	 and	 corre-
spond	to	findings	of	previous	studies	in	the	region	(Hafouzov,	2010).	
Since spring water is fed by groundwater from underground spring 
catchment	 areas,	 and	 since	 the	 main	 chemical	 characteristics	 of	
groundwater	are	related	to	aquifer	geochemistry	(Bakalowicz,	1994;	
Griebler	&	Mösslacher,	2003),	our	results	 indicate	the	 influence	of	
similar	hydrological	 conditions.	However,	 five	abiotic	variables	dif-
fered across sampling sites predominantly for the variables stron-
tium,	magnesium,	 nitrate,	 and	 sulfate	 (Table	2).	Differences	 in	 the	
concentration of and variation in nitrate across sampling sites were 
previously	 identified,	 suggesting	 the	 influence	 of	 agricultural	 land	
use	(Hafouzov,	2010).	Elevated	nitrate	concentrations	are	known	to	
result	 from	agricultural	 land	use	practices	 (Bakalowicz,	 1994),	 and	
differences might result either from varying intensities of agricul-
tural	 land	use	practices,	 varying	 sizes	of	 arable	 land,	 varying	 sizes	
of	underground	spring	catchment	areas,	or	differences	in	soil	prop-
erties	affecting	leaching	of	nitrate	into	the	groundwater	(Lockhart,	
King,	&	Harter,	2013;	McLay,	Dragten,	Sparling,	&	Selvarajah,	2001;	

Wick,	 Heumesser,	 &	 Schmid,	 2012).	 Strontium	might	 indicate	 up-
welling	groundwater	 (Hafouzov,	2010)	and	shows	the	highest	con-
centrations	 at	 sampling	 sites	 BB1	 and	 BB5,	 differing	 significantly	
from the other three sampling sites. The results thus partly support 
our hypothesis (1) that underground spring catchment area charac-
teristics would only differ in those abiotic variables that are influ-
enced by anthropogenic activities.

Regarding our hypothesis (2) that bacterial diversity differs be-
tween	sampling	sites	 in	relation	to	differences	 in	abiotic	variables,	
we found that differences in bacterial community diversity were 
only	evident	for	spring	BB3,	and	only	for	the	parameters	Shannon	
diversity	and	Pielou’s	evenness.	Site	BB3	displayed	the	highest	bac-
terial diversity as well as the most even composition of bacterial 
OTUs	 (Figure	3B	and	D).	However,	 it	 is	 important	 to	highlight	 that	
the bacterial diversity of each sampling site was obtained by com-
bining	 four	 individual	 samples	 from	different	 time	points,	 and	 the	
results may thereby inadequately represent the bacterial diversity 
of	 the	sampling	sites.	Despite	 this	potential	drawback,	 similarly	 to	
the	diversity	estimates,	 relative	BCC	also	 showed	only	 few	differ-
ences	at	the	phylum	level.	All	samples	are	dominated	by	the	phylum	
Proteobacteria,	a	result	that	corresponds	to	observations	reported	
from	 other	 studies	 (Braun,	 Schröder,	 Knecht,	 &	 Szewzyk,	 2016;	
Wright	et	al.,	2017).	Due	to	the	fact	 that	geochemical	characteris-
tics	are	the	main	drivers	of	BCC	(Constancias	et	al.,	2015),	and	since	
geochemical	characteristics	differ	only	slightly	across	sampling	sites,	
we	suggest	that	this	results	in	a	similar	taxonomic	community	com-
position	at	the	phylum	level.	This	was	not	unexpected	and	confirms	
observations reported by Staley and Sadowsky (2016) that variation 
in community composition tends to be smaller within the same re-
gion.	 However,	 differences	 in	 taxonomic	 community	 composition	

F IGURE  5 Principal	coordinates	analysis	(PCoA)	of	recovered	
OTUs.	Depicted	are	site	scores	of	each	sample,	as	well	fitted	
environmental variables with significant correlations (p < 0.05). 
Angle	and	length	of	vectors	is	proportional	to	the	direction	and	
strength	of	the	abiotic	variable,	and	the	direction	of	the	arrows

TABLE  5 Correlation of abiotic variables to Bray–Curtis 
dissimilarities of OTU composition of sampling samples (see 
Table 1)

Abiotic variable R2 p- value

T 0.142 0.266

pH 0.052 0.642

EC 0.306 0.054

DO 0.005 0.962

DOC 0.174 0.200

K+ 0.059 0.564

Na+ 0.023 0.819

Sr2+ 0.485 0.005

Mg2+ 0.271 0.079

Ca2+ 0.013 0.900

HCO3
− 0.129 0.283

SiO3
− 0.347 0.027

NO3
− 0.267 0.074

Cl− 0.063 0.757

SO4
2− 0.116 0.342

Notes.	Numbers	in	bold	indicate	a	significant	correlation.
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between sampling sites were more apparent at the family level. In 
conjunction	with	 the	 results	of	bacterial	 diversity,	 it	 is	most	 likely	
that significant differences in diversity estimates across sampling 
sites	are	driven	by	the	proportion	of	rare	families,	notably	for	sam-
pling	site	BB3,	where	rare	families	compose	approximately	61%	of	
the	overall	abundance	(Figure	4B).	The	influence	of	rare	families	on	
bacterial diversity is furthermore supported by the fact that diver-
sity	differs	significantly	across	sampling	sites	for	Shannon	diversity,	
but	not	 for	Simpson’s	diversity.	This	 finding	 likely	results	 from	the	
fact that Shannon diversity is equally sensitive to rare and abun-
dant	species,	whereas	Simpson’s	diversity	index	is	more	sensitive	to	
abundant	species	(Morris	et	al.,	2014;	Vuono	et	al.,	2015).	According	
to	the	 intermediate	disturbance	hypothesis	 (Connell,	1978),	distur-
bance prevents competitive species from dominating a given habi-
tat	while	enabling	space	for	colonization	of	less	competitive	species	
(Gibbons	 et	al.,	 2016),	which	 is	why	 an	 increase	 in	 the	 number	 of	
rare	species	is	indicative	of	disturbance	(Piper,	Siciliano,	Winsley,	&	
Lamb,	2015).	Furthermore,	circumstantial	support	for	disturbance	is	
the	fact	 that	 the	disturbance-	tolerant	phylum,	Bacteriodetes	 (Kim,	
Heo,	Kang,	&	Adams,	2013),	compose	approximately	14%	of	bacte-
rial	communities	sampled	at	spring	BB3	(Figure	4A),	although	differ-
ences	were	found	to	be	significant	only	in	comparison	to	spring	BB4	
(p = 0.03;	Wilcoxon	rank	sum	test).

Differences between sampling sites regarding bacterial diversity 
and	 relative	 taxonomic	 abundance	 are	 furthermore	 confirmed	 by	
analysis of principal coordinates of bacterial OTU composition at the 
family level. We found a significant effect of sampling site on OTU 
composition (R2 = 0.311; p = 0.031;	PERMANOVA),	a	result	that	was	
previously	reported	by	others	(Kaiser	et	al.,	2016;	Ma,	Ibekwe,	Yang,	
&	Crowley,	2016;	Tardy	et	al.,	2015).	However,	the	effect	of	sampling	
site	on	OTU	composition	was	low	(31%)	in	comparison	to	findings	re-
ported	by	Ma	et	al.	(2016)	(50.9%),	and	is	only	apparent	for	samples	
collected	at	sampling	site	BB3	 (Figure	5).	Hence,	variation	 in	com-
munity composition must be partly accounted for by variables other 
than sampling site.

The correlation of BCC with measured variables revealed that 
strontium and silicate are discriminating drivers of community 
composition across underground spring catchment areas (Table 5; 
Figure 5). The results therefore support our hypothesis (3) that 
BCC differs between sampling sites and is shaped by abiotic vari-
ables.	However,	the	results	were	unexpected,	as	only	strontium	was	
identified	 to	differ	 between	underground	 spring	 catchment	 areas,	
compared	to	silicate.	Furthermore,	formerly	reported	differences	in	
phosphate	concentrations	(Hafouzov,	2010)	cannot	be	supported	by	
our	data.	Interestingly,	nitrate,	which	we	hypothesized	would	influ-
ence	bacterial	communities,	is	negatively	correlated	with	strontium	
but had no significant effect on either the composition or diversity 
of	 bacterial	 communities,	 which	 is	 in	 contrast	 to	 results	 reported	
from	other	studies	(Ben	Maamar	et	al.,	2015;	Carrino-	Kyker,	Smemo,	
&	Burke,	2012;	Ibekwe,	Ma,	&	Murinda,	2016;	Turlapati	et	al.,	2013;	
Zhang	et	al.,	2016).	Nitrate	might	thus	either	not	be	a	discriminating	
factor	for	the	variation	in	BCC,	or	the	effect	of	strontium	overrides	
the effect of nitrate.

A	 possible	 explanation	 for	 the	 correlation	 between	 strontium	
and BCC may derive from the fact that the deeper groundwater in 
the	study	area	exhibits	high	concentrations	of	strontium	(Hafouzov,	
2010). It was shown by previously conducted studies that variations 
in strontium concentration in spring water were used to indicate the 
influence	of	deep	groundwater	(Bakari	et	al.,	2013;	Barbieri,	Nigro,	
&	Petitta,	2017;	Hofmann	&	Cartwright,	2013;	Liotta,	D’Alessandro,	
Arienzo,	&	Longo,	2017;	Lyons,	Tyler,	Gaudette,	&	Long,	1995;	Moya,	
Raiber,	 Taulis,	&	Cox,	 2016;	 Shand,	Darbyshire,	 Love,	&	Edmunds,	
2009),	 and	 an	 increase	 in	 strontium	 at	 the	 studied	 sampling	 sites	
might	 therefore	 indicate	 upwelling	 groundwater	 that	 mixes	 with	
the	seeping	rainwater.	Additionally,	bacterial	species	inhabiting	the	
deeper	groundwater	mix	with	the	bacteria	in	the	upper	layer,	form-
ing	 a	 newly	 composed	 community,	 a	 process	 that	 has	 previously	
been	described	by	Pedersen	(2013).	Strontium	thus	acts	as	a	surro-
gate	of	upwelling	groundwater.	Against	this	background,	we	suggest	
that	sampling	site	BB3,	which	shows	a	significantly	lower	concentra-
tion	of	strontium	than	all	other	sampling	sites,	is	less	influenced	by	
upwelling	groundwater,	and	as	a	result	is	less	influenced	by	bacterial	
communities	 inhabiting	 the	 deeper	 groundwater.	 This	 hypothesis,	
on	 the	other	hand,	 contrasts	with	 the	 fact	 that	 sampling	 site	BB3	
has	a	 similar	elevation	as	 the	other	 sites,	making	 it	 less	 likely	 that	
differences	can	be	explained	by	elevation	alone.	Furthermore,	alti-
tude	and	strontium	are	not	correlated	 (Pearson’s	product-	moment	
correlation,	p > 0.05),	emphasizing	the	consideration	of	underground	
flow	paths	of	the	catchment	area	of	sampling	site	BB3.	However,	this	
suggestion cannot be concluded as underground flow paths are to 
date	not	yet	fully	investigated	(Schirmer,	2010).

Altogether	our	 results	show	that	 the	majority	of	abiotic	vari-
ables	do	not	differ	between	sampling	sites,	indicating	similar	geo-
logical	 conditions.	 However,	 we	 suggested	 that	 the	 differences	
observed in a few variables specifically shape bacterial commu-
nity	diversity	 and	 composition.	As	noted	 above,	 four	 temporally	
spaced	samples	were	combined	per	sampling	site,	which	may	inad-
equately	represent	the	total	bacterial	diversity;	however,	we	found	
that bacterial community diversity was significantly different be-
tween	 sampling	 sites,	 and	 that	 differences	 were	most	 apparent	
only for sampling site BB3. In correspondence with the results ob-
tained	 from	 relative	 taxonomic	 abundance,	 differences	between	
sampling sites probably arise due to an increase in the number of 
rare	 species.	 According	 to	 Piper	 et	al.	 (2015),	 an	 increase	 in	 the	
number of rare species is an indication of the suppression of dom-
inant	species	due	to	disturbance,	and	hence	results	in	a	more	even	
community.	Despite	differences	in	nitrate	between	sampling	sites,	
we	did	not	 find	a	 significant	effect	of	nitrate	on	BCC,	which	we	
assumed	to	be	the	most	 indicative	variable	 for	disturbance,	as	 it	
represents the influence of anthropogenic activity. Due to the fact 
that the number of rare species is especially increased in samples 
that	exhibit	low	strontium	concentrations,	and	since	we	provided	
correlative support for the influence of strontium on the compo-
sition	of	bacterial	communities,	the	results	suggest	that	strontium	
may be a discriminant driver of community composition. But since 
strontium has not yet been mentioned to be an important variable 
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for	 bacterial	 species,	 we	 hypothesize	 that	 strontium	 could	 also	
be considered a surrogate for other environmental variables not 
analyzed	in	the	present	paper.	Notably,	strontium	and	nitrate	are	
negatively	correlated,	and	it	is	possible,	that	the	effects	of	stron-
tium override the effects of nitrate regarding influence on BCC. 
However,	 the	presented	results	 indicate	 that	 the	analysis	of	abi-
otic environmental variables in combination with the analysis of 
BCC has the potential to be used to assess environmental con-
ditions as well as to reflect and trace influences that shape the 
environment. The data we present provide a limited snapshot of 
the Baumberge springwater bacterial communities; future studies 
with	repeated	samples	within	sampling	time,	will	be	necessary	to	
uncover	the	full	extent	to	which	the	composition	and	diversity	of	
these	communities	vary,	both	temporally	and	spatially.
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